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Candi.dates Hop·eful As Election Draws Near
.

-

By GEORGE JOHNSON
and MICHAEL MINTURN
As · the June 18 may-oral
election drawa neat, the two
candidates, Herb .Smith and Harry
l(inney, are vying for voter
confidence in the ahadow of put
city commialion dealings. Harry
Kinney aerved two terms on the ·
commi•ion, once a8 chairman.
Herb Smith is an ex-city manager
of the commission, who was fired
last November, During part of his
term he worked under Kinney.
Both candidates are in favor of
environl!lental controls, mau
transit, a greenbelt policy, and
employing all facets of the
community life into city
• government.
At the moment, Smith is 15
points behind Kinney in the Zia
Harry Kinney
poll. With six days to go before
the election, Smith hai charged Albuquerque's first mayor. In an
Kinney with refusing to debate interview with the Lobo, Herb
the issuei. Kinney says, however, Smith said that the Journal's
that Smith is not being specific as move was "no more than
to .what issues. He said he has expected.
·
debated ·Smith for te.n hours
"It's strictly al) ~stablishment
already, and that they liave one . paper," he said. "1. have no
scheduled television debate.. support from the establishment."
Kinney has cancelled two other
He said lie thought it was
debates. ·
.. interestina that (the Journal)
Smith's. greenbelt policy continues to run their paper
·provides for the purchase of land according to the wishes of their
on the West. Mesa for parks and advertisers.
golf courses. Kinney's, however,
uThey are supported by the
calls for the purchase of land to people who have exploited this
. be US(!d·for agricuJturl\1 purpoees. comm·ttnity fer t)!ejr OWD
Smith said he would not suggest interests, who have put profit
building an airpc>rt there, but ahead of community betierment,"
Kinney said he feels one might be Smith noted.
needed by the year 2000.
Smith has accused Kinney of
In their Sunday edition, the . being sup ported by the
Albuquerque Journal endorsed establishment. Kinney says that
Harry Kinney for the position of Smith is too vague on what the

establishment is and that the only .
specific example be has giVen- is
not a Kinney suppott~r. He
queationed some of. Smith's
supporters. who, like Kinney's,
include pe~ple in· the
construction, real estate and
. banking indust.ry. ·
Kinney charged that one Smith
contributor, Susie Poole, was
instrumental in blocking passage
of state legislation that would
have created a Rio Grande Bosque
park. "She livet; in that area,,.
Kinney said. "Maybe I could.
claim that she represents a '&pecial
interest.' ,
Smith's wife, the former Nancy '
Koch who sat on the city
commi&sion as an independent,
said that Smith definitely was
''pro·Bosque'' apparently
notwithstanding his support fro1n
Susie Poole.
"I' doubt that anyone
singlehandedly blocked passage of
the Bosque park," she said.
. In their editorial, the Journal
said Smith planned and timed his
firing as city manager for political
gain: " .•. time after time the
oliv~ }>ranch was proffered by one
or more. members of the
commission, and each time
(Smith) openly· and bitterly
spurned and translated it into
something sinister. u
·
The incident refetred to
occurred last winter when the
commission, 1(1d by Robert Poole
and Ray Baca, met in secrecy and
decided to fire Smith-as city
manager.
Smith's removal resulted in a
petition for an election to recall
.Baca and Poole. The day after the
petition campaign began the city

Present Platforms··

··

Lobo Newa Editot:

The New Mexico Public Interest R~arch Group preiented
their proposal for a mandatory·but·refundable student fee to the
Board of Regents Wednesday. The proposal was accompanied ·by
a petition signed by 9500 UNM students requesting that a
_two-dollar·a·aemeater refundable. fee be charged to all students.
The money would go to fund NMPIRG, a ·student research
group which would investigate environmental and consumer
a(fain.
·
NMPIRG hu verified 8662 signatures by computer. Another
426 are considered reliable but illegible. NMPIRG chairperson Ed
Coles, told the regents that by the next regents• meeting they
expected to decipher and verify enough signature• to reach 11 totat.
qf over 8780. This, Coles said, would constitute a majority of the
UNM student body.
The regents are expected to act on the matter at their next
meeting, pending the outcome of a decision by the New. Mexico
Attorney General.
.
The attorney general is ruling on whether the regents have the
authotity to approve NMPIRG's finance plant whether the
NMPIRG fee is technically a required tee and whether regent's
approval of the plan would be contrary to the New Mexico state
const~tu tion which stipulates that public funds must be
administered thtough the Boatd of Educational Finance and the
State Legislature in Santa Fe.
Shannon and a committee of law school faculty members and
students contend that the fee is not technically a required fee or
publiC' funds and so does not need legislative approval.
Most of the money. would go to hire a professional staff of
scientists and la'Wyers. Students would work on research projeds
for _academic credit. under the supervision of UNM faculty
members and NMPIRG professionals.
Although research would include matters of community as well
as- student interest, the group will be governed by a board of ·
students elected by students.
NMPIRG spokesmen have indicated that plans for community
_

(Continued on page 4)

***********•
o·ist. 3 Candidates

PIRGAsksU
To OK Funding·
ByGEORGEJOHNSON

Herb Smith
commission announced a proposal
to revise the city charter.
Smith has criticized the
commission for presenting the
charter revision to cloud the recall
movement. For whatever reason,
the recall failed.
"I had nothing to ·do with the
timing and planning of my
dismissal," Smith told the Lobo.
''The only 'solution the
commiS$ion offered me was an
under·the·table offer of the
position of planning director.
''I turned them down. The
present planning director, Vern
Hagen, was doing an excellent job.
"The- city commission met in
secret," he said referring to the
November 9 meeting in which
Richard Vaughn sided with Baca
and Poole, giving the. commission
a majority to remove Smith.

New Mexico Attorney General
David Norvell later ruled that the
meeting violated the state!s open
meetings law.
Commissioners Louis Saavedra
and Nancy Koch voted to retain
Smith. Both, are working with
Smith's election drive.
On December 10, the
commission officially voted to
remove Smith as city manager.
Poole charged that there was a
weakness in city hall's relationship
to various city groups. B1tca said
Smith was udragging his feet" in
establishing an affirmative action
plan under which more minority
group citi~ens would be hired fol'
key city positions.
Smith charged that he was
removed because the "'power
structure felt it no Ianger had a
complete blank check at ci~y
hall."
The power structure, he said,
included banking, real estate and
automotive sales interests, and the
Unity party of which Baca and·
Poole are members. Kinney,
though he never ran as a Unity
candidate, worked for Poole and
Baca's election. Smith told the
Lobo that he initiated the
affirmative action plan and that it
was Baca who held things up.
In a Lobo interview last winter,
Smith said that Baca was trying to
make him look anti·Chicano.
Sinith has been criticized by
Seel''s' Catalogue for
mismanagement during the city
worker's strike and for being
unresponsive ·to the people in the
valley areas. Smith told the Lobo
that the city unions have endorsed
his candidacy.

· (Continued on piJie 6)

Ed Coles

By JOHN RUCKER
off one Jane of Central for a few
Of the Lobo staff
houn each morning and evening
THO.MAS J.· BELL
for students riding to UNM.
Stating that uDisttict 3 needs
One of the biggest controversies
the kind of representative who in the city is the proposed W-est
can relate to the community, not Mesa airport, and Bell supports its
just intellectua11y, but on the level construction. uwe must look very
people can .undecstand," Thomas closely at purchasing the land for
Bell promises to be a councillor the future. The International
'"who not only knows, but is Airport is supportive at this time,
living with, the problems of but we must look at something
District a. u
bigger tor a jet economy." Bell
11 Each quadrant (in District.3)
feels that the city is on a natural
has its own problem-housing, .traffic route and needs adequate
b e t t e r s e r vices, p 0 1i c e facilities to meet the traffic.
protection ..... but no· problem
Bell also encourages
stanCJs abo\te all the others. My neighborhood community centers.
major concern is to bring the He feels we need decentralized
community together .in a more services spread throughout the
poJitive way than in the past. We community. Bell noted the·
need to get people together and difficulties of representing such a
plan properly,"
widely s:fiverse district, but added, .
UNM wollld play a tatge part in uit is a most welcome challenge."
this cooperation. "We need to
JACK KOLBERT
.
solicit student help for
UNM professor Jack Kolbert
constructive and positive projects. , feels that uone of the earliest
Students would get involved if problems or. the new city
UNM would create credit courses commission will be how to deal
in community projects. The with 'Santa Fe. We have one third
community has problems about the votes in the legislature; and
which students are concerned. We that is clout we haven't been
need to tie the two together."
using.,
Bell favors greatly .improved _ Kolbett fa'VOl's a year·round
bus serVices and also favors the caucus between the mayor and
u s e o f. t w o w h e e Je d • city commission with Bernalillo
·tr~rtspprt.ation, ,a~VQC)ating clos~ng_ . . . .. , . • , .~ (Co~t~nued.ctn. '?age. 6)
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Director Okunor Feels lnt'l Center Obscure
By SCOTT EATON
ManaPnc-Editor

·.

A foreign student's llf<:! in th<:!
United States U, often plagued
with difficulties, but ·UNM's
Inte~national Center and similar
centers on other campuses help
deal with these problems.
But solving problems is not
necessarily the main goal of the
seven·year•o)d International
Center,
"Our goal is to act as a catalyst
in bringing all the different
cultures together," the recently
re-appointed director of the
center, Shiame Okunor, said last
week. "The name International
Center implies that all are
involved. It is not for foreign
students alone, but for Americans

meeting place. The International the community, as well as rent for their buildings. ~
with the overall financial
Center building, at 1808 Rom& students, is invited," he said.
The money, as well as that problems facing foreign students,
N.E., has two spacious lounges, "We're so broad, yet nobody which pays Okunor's salary as however. They must pay the full
one of which has a ping. pong knows about us really, It's director of the Center, comes non-resident tuition fee of $642
table, and the backyard is green fantastic, but we arc the most from an estimated $9000 to and cannot be granted in·state
and tree shaded and was recently obscure organization on campus." $11,000 a year appmpriated for tuition because they are on
the scene of a high school prom,
The CE'ntcr pays $20 a month the Center by the ASUNM senate. student visas, and the immigration
Okunor said.
rent for the building and pays two
'' Rea II y the student department has recently tightened
"Any organization you can work-study people to do general government has been good to us," the &vail ability of work permits
think of has used this place at maintenance work. Okunor said he said. "They give us about for foreign students, he said.
least once. When we have cultural he believes that other campus $1000 a year for scholarships."
'~The immigration department's
activities here, everybody from organizations do not have to pay
Okunor is not exactly pleased
(Continued on page 5) ·
----------------------------------------------------'---

Recently the Center has
sponsored an International Day
(during Fiesta), a Taiwan cultural
group, an Ethiopian piano recital
and African and Persian nights at
the Center. The purpose of the
nights was to acquaint people
with the music~ food and dress of
the separate cultures, Okunor
said,
Okunor, a native of Ghana who
first came to the United States in
1965 and has been here since
1970 after returning to his native
country in the late sixties,
strongly believes in the
educational opportunities
afforded by the Center.
"International education is so
important in society now. Just
look at Killllinger's work in the
Middle East. The whole world has
almost become like a village," he
said. "International education is
so important yet so downplayed
at most universities."
Okunor IBid he sees a distinct
possibility of today'• foreign
-student becoming tomorrow's
diplomat or even Se,cretary of
State.
"It's an idealistic point of view,
but nobody can tell you it can't
happen," the speec!t major, who
will receive a masters degree in
public administration this
December, IBid.
The Center functions in many
ways to broaden the. intellectual
scope of both the university and
the community, Okunor said.
These range from holding
unofficial, non-credit language
·elllll&es in the Center's lounge to
sending foreign speakers to high
schools and churches.
"In the fall we'll offer classes in
Hindu and Swahili, and if
.anybody just wa1_1ts to brush up
on a language, they should call us.
We have a tutorial program now
going in Japanese," he said.
Perhaps the Center's most •
practical function, though, is as a

MAKE IT GO FASTER! COME TO A FREE
SPEED- READING LESSON AND YOU'LL
READ UP TO 100% FASTER IN ONLY AN
HOUR. YOU'LL CUT YOUR READING LOAD
IN HALF.

!RIP !0 BUROPI
FORO

I a London lmporls; Argo,
Telefunken and L'Oiseau-Lyre.
Everything you want in a recording: Authenticity, superb
engineering, and impeccable .
pressings. Due to rising costs,
this may be the last tlme you
will be able to obtain these remarkable discs at this low price.
Hurry, selection is limited.

FREE!

Volume 8 just released!
The complete Bach Cantatas.
The most monumental project
in the history of recorded
music. Performed by Nikolaus
Harnoncourt and the Concentus Musicus. Each two record
set is packaged with the complete scores.

SCEPTICAL? We challenge you to bring the toughest reading material or textbook you
own to tonight's free speed . reading lesson and we'll show you how to read it up to
twice as fast with the same or better comprehension! No cost or obligation. And what
you learn you can begin using immediately to cut your reading load. Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics, with over 500,000 graduates, ·teaches unique, copyrighted techniques
t~at work! Taught in over 150 cities worldwide, average course graduates can do an
hour's reading in less than 15 minutes! Results are guaranteed. Hundreds of thousands
of studen~s now read thousand.s of words-a-minute-that's pages in seconds, chapters
in minutes, and books in less than an hour! It works. ~nd we'll prove it in your material!
.. -.·

READ UP TO 100% FASTER-COME TO A FREE
SPEED-READING LESSON!

yams • fibers • books
weaving supplies
looms • asistance
401 romero, n.w.
old town 243-0655
10.61 closed mondays

Call266-7322 for information on special student plan
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Haydn: "Nelson Mass"
Music of the Crusades
Gerhard: Sym. #4
Britten: Noye•s Fludde
Cavalli: La Calisto
The Little Prince
Goldberg Variations
Gregorian Chant
Carmina Burana

Monday 1Oam to 9am
Tuesday thru Thursday 1Oam·6pm
Friday 1Oam-9pm
. Saturday 1Oam-6pm
mastPr chan ~
Sunday 12pm•6pm
I

•largest selection
• convenient hours
• probably the best prices in town

•
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The critics have given Neville
Marriner and the Academy of
St. Martin-in-the-Fields a stand·
ing ovation for this one. The
thinking person's Mozart.

~~ ~ ~

••n award-wiDDIDI albums from London Imports

~ ··Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics.
.

You've never heard the real
Bach until you've heard it
played on antique instruments
in antique seHings! Definitive!

___.....

Room 2100
Fine Art Center
Next to Popejoy Hall on UNM Campus

fibercraft materials

--_-;-.

The goings-on in the courts
of sixteenth century England
might surprise you! A delightful
collection by such composers
as Henry VIII, humorously performed by St. George's Canzona.

NEXT WEEK
6:30 AND 8 P.M.

.f.-i>(t}_'jr;_·.f-·,,

~1·,

READING AND
STUDYING A DRAG?

also. u
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Frans Bruggen/Recorder
Diabelli Variations
Messiaen: Poemes pour Mi
By the Concentus Music us:
Monteverdi: Vespers
Bach: Violin Concertos
Bach: Orchestral Suites
Bach: Musical Offering
Bach: St. Matthew Pass.

Bach: B Minor Mass
Monteverdi: Orfeo
Rameau: Castor & Pollux
Monteverdi: Vespers
and many others
By Neville Marriner:
Bizet/Prokoflev Sym.
L'Estro Armonico
Mozart: Divertimenti

Purcell: Ceremonials
Mozart: Sym. #25 & 29
Fireworks/Water Music
Music of Vaughn-Williams
Handel: Ballet Music
Vivaldi: The Seasons
Artists include: Raymond
Leppard, Alfred Deller,
Colin Davis, etc.

Albuquerque's Largest Record
& Tape Store

4514 Central SE
Across from the Ramada Inn
• every LP and tape guaranteed new
• elCpert salespeople to help you
• mastercharge

: :

Candida·tes Hopeful. • •

Editorial

was head of the commission he need the airport-maybe not until
ordered me to initiate a gag rule the year 2000.
"As to the valleys, I wish Gene on the environmental health
He said that be work11d in
Cinelli was alive to talk about the department concerning pollution · acquiring the West Mesa volcanoes
alerts."
work I've done."
"so that no further expansion
As city manager, Smith said he
At the time, Harry Davidson of takes place in that area. It
proposed that the public works the department was holding press
He was active in obtaining land
department concentrate street conferences during a pollution
sweeping efforts in the valleys. He alert giving·hour-by-hour progress. in the foothills for the same
said that unsler his management a Kinney told the Lobo he felt that reason.
plan was implemented that will this was inappropriate and that
"The airport idea," Smith said.,
extend city sewage lines to Isleta· Davidson was trying to "glorify "is being pushed by a few people
Pueblo in the sout~ valley.
his job."
who will make a fortune ·out of
"We're putting sewers in the
He said that he ordered that the the sale of the land." He added
north valley, too," he noted.
press conferences stop. He said that the present airport with
he did not object to Davidson proper expansion will be adequate
In their editorial, the Journal that
for yea~s.
.
informing the press " may b e t w1ce
criticized Smith's campaign claim
·
that he established weekly press a day."
He said he supported public
"It was not a gag but an order acquisition of West Mesa land for
conferences to improve
not to over-dramatize," he said. recreational and not industrial
communication with the press.
"If you cry 'wolf' long enough purposes.
They said that this warnings become ineffective."
accomplishment was offset by the
"We need parks and golf
He stressed that he has .been
fact that Smith imposed an
courses
out there,'' he said.
"arbitrary gag" on city active in supporting clean air
department heads that made it legislation and that he supported a
Smith said that he was
"impossible at times" to obtain plan under which various freeway instrumental in acquiring 520
municipal news on a day·to-day ramps would be temporarily acres in the foothills and trying to
closed if it was judged that get the forest service to extend
basis.
pollution hazards to nearby their boundaries so as to keep a
"That is extremely interesting," residents existed.
"scenic backdrop" for the city.
Smith told the Lobo. He said that
there was no gag rule and that he
Smith's wife told the Lobo that
He supports a greenbelt policy,
had a memo dated July 23, 1973 "the facts speak for themselves. It
as
does Kinney, under which the
which "clearly states that was a gag rule." Speaking for
department heads are free to Smith she said that he had to city would purchase lands
discuss their jobs with the press." impose the order from Kinney enclosing Albuquerque and use
them for recreation and to
"It is particularly interesting," because Kinney was his boss.
prevent urban sprawl.
Smith said, "since when Kinney
Smith said that when it became
Smith is not 'using any
clear that the city commission was
by Garry Trudeau
trying to oust him, 22 department billboards in his campaign.
heads asked that he be retained Referring to Kinney's bill boards
"because of the morale that had Smith said he didn't· think "the
been established" with Smith as Albuquerque electorate will be
city manager. Kinney, howeve~, conned by a slick sales job done
fJ/HOi/$6
:£ Ptm'T
ARB YO/I
said
he feels the morale was low. by an outside advertising agency."
11/ANT'TlJ
1H!NK!N6
HiA/i! 1H!S.
Of', 1!/J/V?
''They're far too smart for
Smith said that he opposed the
/
establishment of the West Mesa that," he said.
Airport and the city's proposal to
Kinney said that the billboards
acquire the land for its
were
already there-that none
construction.
were put up just to accomodate
. Kinney has been active in the his campaign.
purchasing of land on the West
Mesa because he feels. the city
" If my signs weren 't there
should be prepared for when they others would be," he said.

(continued {rom page 1)

Herb Smith For Mayor;
Jack Kolbert For. District 3We are not duped by the Albuquerque folk hero image the
New Mexico Independent has helped Herb Smith create anymore
than we are duped by the Albuquerque Journal's rather schlocky
endorsement of Harry Kinney. There is some truth to the story
that Big Business and Real Estate pressured Smith The City
Planner out of his city manager job. But it irks us the way he has
played the situation for everything it's worth and cast himself as
the anti-establishment candidate,
There is probably some truth to Smith's claim that Kinney is
the establishment man, but both candidates are supported by real
estate, banking and construction people. We asked Smith about
the Journal's recent charges against him and he acted as though
he couldn't comprehend what they were talking about. It's hard
to believe that the allegations are completely false.
Kinney's environmental recora impresses us as much as
Smith's. But we disagree with Kinney's contention that crime and
employment are more impo~tant problems than (as Smith has
said) what Albuquerque will be like in five years. We believe that
if we concentrate on the whole the details will take care of
themselves.
If Smith were running against Ray Baca or Robert Poole the
choice would be clear. Against Kinney we can only support Smith
with reservations.
In the district three council race both candidates seem like
good choices, but we tend to favor Jack Kolbert because of his
more negative stand on the West Mesa airport issue.

OOONESBURY
PAN, ITS 1'101

WHAT?!
I

J/J5T Me A5

PRGSSS!CRflARY

.IM :rHINJr!N6
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Rape: How To Avoid the Ultimate Sexist Act
(Editor's Note: The author of this review wishes to
remain anonymous for obvious reasons, We'd like to thank
Living Batch Bookstore for providing us the book,)
RAPE-How To Avoid It and WhatTo Do About It If
You Ca.n't
by June Bundy Csida and Joseph Csida .
(Books for Better Living, 1974, Chatsworth, California,
$1.50}
"There are a lot of women who really enjoy rape, they
like to be beat up and raped, they're masochistic. They
really love it. • •. You know, women alone that
hitchhike, ••• or women just walking around in the
middle of the night or going to hang out in the bar by
themselves, I think that they want to get raped!'
·
Your favorite MCP trying to enlighten you? No-this
comment was made by a woman interviewed in a
California TV documentary on rape last year. A woman
who had never been raped, obviously. It's a typical
comment from the women (and men) in the street who
were interviewed. But, unfortunately, the odds are
increasing that she'll get to enjoy it herself sometime too.
An estimated half a million American wome.n were raped
last year,
RAPE-How To Avoid It and W/1at To Do About It If
you Can't, is a frighteningly comprehensive handbook on
the subject. Perhaps one of the most important things that
will happen to the average person who reads this book is
that she or he will be forced to realize that there is a rape
problem; that there is such a crime as rape; th.at "crying
rape" can mean something other than a woman revenging
herself on an ex-lover by accusing him of rape.
It never fails to astonish me that when the subject of
rape is brought up the standard response is, "Snicker,
snicker ••. As Confucius say, Lay back and enjoy it." Ho
ho. With a knife at my throat, he says, "Did you come,
baby!?" Oh yes. Definitely. Marvelous. Hilarious.
Many feminists, say the authors, are coming to regard
rape as something other than an isolated act of violence,
rather as "the ultimate sexist act-the definitive rip off of
female by male." But to reduce the incidence of rape or
rape attempts, the majority of American society is going
to cp!",e ~oqlld. !«?_.a•. ~i!l}il.llf vJ'l":'!?C:i!l!· !J!~ Csi~as: !>~~~,
deals willi iwo maJor ways o1' avmi!mg llemg raped, l:iut t11

general, skitters away from the issue of how to keep males
from attempting rape.
,
First the reader is educated about keeping away from
circumstances in which rape is a likelihood, and second,
she is educated about possibilities for fending off an
attacker, if she hasn't been successful in avoiding him
altogether.
First, there is the "vegetable defense." Since the
majority of all reported rapes take place in the home
(Surprise! You thought they happened while women were
walking around alone at 4:00 in the morning, right?), a
woman should have special locks on all doors and
windows, and keep them locked while she is
inside-peepholes installed in doors-require an ID from
any service reps-accept no packages-call out loudly, "I'll
get it, Joe!" when there is a knock at the door-not have
her first name on the mailbox or in the phone book. Or if
the vegetable must leave the house for any reason, i.e. a
job, grocery shopping, socializing!?, then she should have
flood lights installed from her front door to her car. (No
car? Forget it. The odds are against you.) She should
never drive with less than a quarter-tank of gas, always
drive with the windows up and the doors locked, never
stop for anyone, includittg accidents or stalled motorists
and if, God forbid, her own car should break down she
should simply sit in it and wait. For the GOOD guy in the
white hat, I imagine.
While I agree with the Csidas and the various city Police
Departments who issue these helpful hints that following
them probably greatly reduces the likelihood that a
woman will be raped, I wonder what kind of existence
this is? Why should one half of the human race have to go
underground, to emerge only when accompanied by a
member of the other half? For the superb irony of being
protected from the rest of the other half?
When lsraeli Prime Minister Golda Meir's all-male
cabinet proposed a curfew on Israeli women to curb an
outbreak of rapes, she answered: "But it is the men
attacking the women. If there is to be a curfew, let the
men stay home." Hah. It's a great idea, but you know
why it wouldn't work.
Now, for the second set of ways to avoid being raped:
Walk-if you must-in groups of four to eight women,
.. nev,er ,l].ik~hi~~ •. pf'l}c,t\cfli ,s.crea}l)i~t. •.kicking, .running,
karate cliops to the Adams apple, convincing arguments (I

have VD, I'm getting married tomorrow, I'm
menstruating, I have cancer, I'm gay, and now let's sit
down and talk about this and be reasonable •.. ), and get
used to carrying unobtrusive weapons that the Los
Angeles Police say are legal""'So long as they can't prove
you intend to use them as weapons-like hat pins, Windex,
lighted cigarettes, umbrellas, pencils and pens,
screwdrivers, corkscrews, cans of pepper, ice picks,
hammers.. , • As my friend Jackie says, maybe you should
restrict yourself to three or four so you won't have too
much trouble getting to one in a hurry.
I realize I'm being absurd. Butlet me take this one step
further: Sales of guns to women-especially
handguns-increased sharply in California in 1973. A
representative of the Orange County, Calif. Sheriff's
Department commented: "I have noticed a lot more
women buying guns but unfortunately none of our rape
victims was fortunate .enough to have one handy."
Hmmm. "What are you doing with that? I'm scaring away
the elephants. But I don't see any elephants. Well, it
works pretty good then, doesn't it!" There are as yet no
statistics about gun•possessing women and rape ••. but
the gun is a powerful temptation.
The point I want to make is that it seems the only
alternative to hiding away, securely 1ocked up, is to meet
the world (read: males) fortified, psyched-up and armed
to the teeth, expecting attack at every stop, and truly
prepared to hill to defend youself from any attack. It's
clear, is it not, that if you've reached this state you might
be kind of neurotic? That you might find it difficult to
have a healthy relationship with any male?
Unfortunately, it seems to me that today these two
alternatives-or more realistically, a combination of the
both-are the only ones to effectively avoid rape. Social
change is painful and there will be torn psyches, both
female and mille, before women finally emerge as people.
Though their book is largely concerned with avoiding
attack~, the Csidas realize this, and emphasize the
followmg quotation from the pnper "Victimology and
Rape:"
"In the future, the frequency of rape will only be
reduced if massive changes in the socialization of males
and females •.• liberate both from the exploitative
proscriptions and prescriptions of their respe<ltive sex·role
identities."
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Okunor Feels Center Obscure

(Continued from page 2)
elsewhere and whose families are cultural programs, OIPS is more
argument is that foreign students financially unable to send a sonor involved with exchange programs,
are taking jobs away from daughter to school in the United student fellowships, study abroad,
minorities and veterans. Th!it's States, he said.
travel assistance for UNM students
one of the things that reruly blew
and academic and personal
Okunor said that what foreign
most of our minds," he said.
students do with their education counseling for foreign students .
Okunor said there are not "is another problem. Most people
"We operate very closely with
enough foreign students in this go home, I think, but they
the International Center,"
country ,to seriously cut into the probably don't do it right away."
the director of OIPS, Dr. Gerald
job market.
.After Okunor recdves his Slavin said. "The aim of . our
"We're boxed in," he s11id. "We masters degree and complete~ office, as well as that of the
can't be political or we'll be graduate study in political science, Cen te·r, is to )ltrengthen the
depqrted. So where do we go? which he said he plans to do, he
international dimension of the
Who is our leader?"
said he "will go right smack into
university both from an academic
Because of the exorbitant costs the mass media" in Ghana.
.and non-academic viewpoint."
involved in returning to one's
Also involved in organizing
The OIPS has a professional
native country. after school is out international functions at UNM is counseling staff which answers
( ~1400 round trip to Nigeria, for the Office of International
questions from for~ign students
example), most foreign students Programs and Services (OIPS). and American students who are
stay in America until the While the International Center interested in foreign study.
completion of their studies, mainly coordinates social and
"The university involves the
Okunor said, He said this becomes
a problem when foreign students
ai·e not granted work permits,
which they must have to work in
larger role in city governm(m t.
(Continued {rom page 1)
non-campus related jobs.
County legislators. This caucus KolbCrt advocates turning over
"Foreign students ask for a would "lobby for better home unused UNM recreational facilities
little rebate on tuition, but no, it rule. It's intolerable for a rapidly in the summer for youth and
never happens. The only thing growing community to go begging elderly programs, and encouraging
you've done wrong is to be a hat in hand for funds to operate." UNM to give credit for
foreign student.
,
He also supports a mini-bus community projects, such as
·"I know foreign students who system, citingoa· Canadian system campaign work, m~dia work,
are holding down two jobs to of mini buses serving a city of language instruction, etc.
make enough money to pay 300,000 from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. in
Although both Bell and Kolbert
tuition, buy books and pay rent. which bus fare was 10 cents which agree dn many issues, thPy have
widely divergent opinions on the
I've had to do it myself," he said. could be used as a model.
"Some people have even gone to
, Citing city wide unemployment West Mesa Airport. Kolbert
the state in Santa Fe to plead for rates of 6% and District 3 rates of opposes any airport construction
a reduction in tuition. They said up to 25% as "most critical," on the West Mesa, at least in this
no~"
Kolbert states that, "we have no century. "I favor aC"quisilion of
Most foreign students are in choice but to reverse .the situation th<>
while 's still r~>asonahl<•.
America without financial by vigorously promoting regional
assistance from their governments and home offices and clean
and it is difficult to get loans or industry to settle here."
grants, he said:
Like Thomas Bell, Kolbert
"The government is not in the would like to see UNM play a
position to sponsor every person
who wants to come out here," he
New Mexico
said. "Hopefully the immigration
DAILY LOBO
department will be lenient enough
to grant work permits."
No. 147
Vol. 77
Why do foreign students want
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
to study in the United States?
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
"I personally believe the
Editorial Phone (505) 277reasons are strictly educational.
4102, 277-4202 .
Most universities in other
countries don't offer this variety
The New ltlcxlco Dally Lobo is published Monday through Fdd .y every
of professional training and they
rt-gular week of the University year
generally have limited facilities.
and weekly during the summer flession
by thl!' Board of Student Publications ot
Also at some it is strictly
the University or New Mexico, and is
scholarship, the cream of the
not financially associated with UNM.
Second
class J)oatagc paid at Albuquercrop.
que. New Mexico 87131. Sulv.Jcriptlon
"Another. reason is that many
rate is $7.50 for the 11.eadcmie year.
The opinions cxprc&scd on the ediforeign countries do not have
torial page; or The Daily Lobo are
universities with work-study
those 'of tile author solely. Unsigned
otJinion Js that o{' thl• «!ditol'ial bolird
programs," Okunor said.
o( The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in
The Daily Lobo n(.'C4"BRrily represents
The work-study program is
the vie\W or tht: Unh'ersilY o£ New
necessary for many> foreign
Mexico.·
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UNM Press Books Recognized
Two books published by the UNM Press have been given
recognition as "outstanding academic books" in 1973 according
to the May issue of Choice magazine.
The books are "Speculative Philosophy: A Study of Its Nature,
Types, and Uses," by Andrew J. Reck, and "Sexual Freedom and
the Constitution," by Walter Barnett.
Out of more than 30,000 new books published last year in the
U.S., only about one in four was judged by Choice magazine as
wm-thy of inclusion in college libraries. From that group, 568
titles were selected as outstanding.
In the six Southwestern states adjacent to New Mexico, at least
nine universities maintain their own press. Of this group only one
press other than that of UNM received recognition and that was
for'a single title.
Choice magazine is a national publication for college librarians
which publishes reviews of scholarly boolts and ranks them as to
whether they should be put·chased by college libraries.

Fellowships
Awarded
Two out of only 20 fellowships
granted to foreign sclrolars for
study and travel in this country,
have been awarded to UNM. 'l'he
Harkness F<~llowships are awarded
annually for a period of from 12
to 21 months by the
Commonwealth Fund of New
York to post·graduate candidates
with "outstanding records."
'l'he Harkness Fellows, who will
come to UNM next September,
are Francois-Rcnc Picon, a
post-doctoral "Visiting Scholar"
from Paris, and Julia M. C. Farrer,
of London, a ''Special StudC"nl" in
Jli'acluaf<• art sludi<•s.

NDWDPEN
FDR RENTAL
U-STDRE-IT
U-LDCK-IT
U-Carry the Key
Mini Storages
All Sizes
$12.00 per month and up

American
Self StaraiJe
5220 San Mateo NE

!145-&&!1&

Bingaman
Gets Grant

NMPIRG Asks For Funds .-..
(Continued (rom page 1)

representation may come later but that it will initially be
controlled by students since students will be funding it.
· The regents received a report from James Shannon, the
attorney representin'g NMPIRG and from NMPIRG's chairperson,
Ed Coles,
Included in the report was a list of 140 universities and colleges
in the United States which have PIRGs. 'The list included 38 PIRGs
which are funded in a manner similar to that being requested by
NMPIRG.
.
Heady said that he was "very happy to endorse the concept."
"I agree with many things Mr. Shannon said. There are
possibilities of linking PIRG work with academic credit. The
matter is· under the discretion of the department heads," he said.
Several department chairmen including Dr. Ed Hoyt of· the
political science department have indicated that they would
endorse PIRG projects for credit.
Hoyt is now the faculty advisor to NMPIRG .
Heady said that the "nqb of the issue was whether the regents
wanted to agree to the particular method of financing' proposed
by PffiG."
Heady said that he was sure that if the regents voted to add the
two-dollar fee that the BEF would interpret it as an adjustment.
In that case, Heady said, the regents wol!ld be required to give
notice the fall before the fiscal year in which the adjustment·will'
take effect.
This, he said, would mean that PIRG could not be funded until
a year from this fall.
Shannon said that the attorney general's decision would clear
up the matter and that he felt that the fee did not come under
the heading of an adjustment.
.
He said that if passed, they expected to initiate the funding
plan this spring.
Heady then said that "assuming all ·financial matters can be
cleared the regents will have to decide if (NMPIRG) justifies this
kind of unusual assistance."
"I would not recommend this form of financing," Heady said,
"but if the regents approve it I would not raise much objection."
Heady has publically endorsed the concept of PIRG but has
declined to endorse the financing. This was the first indication of
actual objection to it.GSA President Stan Read indicated his support for NMPIRG.
ASUNM President Gil Gonzales said he thought NMPIRG would
provide a necessary link between the university and the
community.
UNM Academic Vice President Chester Travelstead said that
"the cost of collecting and refunding (the PIRG fee) would cost
the university money.
·
"For every two dollars refunded it will cost the university two
and a half dollars and someone's time," he quoted Vice President
for Business and Finance John Perovich.
Regent President Calvin Horn said that the regents were aware
of that.
•
ASUNM senator Annetta Barnes read a senate minority report
representing five senators who· voted against ASUNM President
Gil Gonzales' approval of NMPIRG. She told the LOBO that the
report also represented one a!Jstention and several senators who
voted to approve the Gonzales endorsement but still did not agree
with the financing.
There are 20 ASUNM senators. Ten voted to approve Gonzales'
endorsement so the matter passed.
The report recommended that ASUNM be set up to watchdog
NMPIRG and that there be a referendum to .judge student
support. The report said that the senators did not feel the
petition was really indicative because many people did not know
what they•were signing.
.
Coles said that the petition clearly indicated the manner in
which PffiG would be funded. He cited an extensive advertising
campaign which included an explanation of the funding method.
ASUNM itself unanimously supported the concept of PffiG
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Women's Consciousness Raising
groups and Problem Solving.
groups will be organized at a
general meeting Wed., June 19, 8
p.m., at the Women's Center,
1824 Las Lomas N.E. Child care
will be provided at the UNM Child
Care Coop.
Thursday, June 20, 8 p.m. at
United Ministry Center, those
interested in creating men/women
groups will meet. It is strongly
advised that people attending
should have previous or
concurring experience in.
homogeneous groups.
· Men's Consciousness Raising
Groups will be formed at United
Ministry Center Wed., June 19, 8
p.m. at 1801 Las Lomas. Child
care will be provided at UNM
Child Care Coop.
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Watch for our red tag sales every weekend I I
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THE BIKE SHDP
842-staa

Wednesday, Apri/3, 1974

13.00

MENS
SHOP
·--~1'1111<~~,~-C--~l

Terrific savings on all tagged merchandise I
Red tagged this weekend: Wilso.n tennis racquets, Converse tennis shoes, backpacks,
bicycle kiddie carriers, Master locks and
chains, paddle-ball racquets, baseball gloves
and balls, sweatcloths, Gitane 1 0-speed Royal
Asports, and much more. Stop by and have a
look.
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plaza from Zimmerman Library is semester despite the ·fact that it
the new. $2,435,319 Humanities was lacking some electricity and
Building. Predominantly offices, other equipment.
with some seminar and'
The $1,646,037 building has
d i scussion~room space, the three lecture halls, the largest
building will house the Honors holding 900 people, and also
Center, graduate school, math and houses the Instructional Media
English departments, American department (which is roughly
Studi'es, the New Mexico similar to what used to be called
Technical and Vocational Council, audio·visual). When finished, the
and the New Mexico Council of Lecture Hall will contain the
the Humanities, which bas two largest television studio in
offices. ("The name's bigger than Albuquerque, accouding to a
the offices," McKinney joked.)
student in the university
• The building will also house the architect's offipe,
.
philosophy department, thus
Just wast of the Lecture Hall is
.removing the thinkers from the the nearly completed UNM
old and historical Hodgin Hall, Bookstoore, a $922, 404 building,
UNM's first building.
the roof of which was designed
There is also an experimental for benches, trees and bushes, and
theater on the ground floor of even an outdoor sale if the
the new structure which will be bookstore managers ever wish.
used t h r uogli the English Inside, there is much more space
department, the campus planner than the current bookstore, and a
said.
person will be able. to stand in the
Directly south of the upper sales area and look down to
Humanities Building sits the the ground floor, as if in some
Lecture Hall, which McKinney sort of coliseum.
said will be completed by the
"The bookstore was designed to
beginning of the fall semester and be as flexible as we could, make
which was opened for classes last it," McKinney said. "We can't tell
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GIVE OUR CITY REAL CLASS
PROF SEEKS COUNCIL DIST. 9
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Marion M. Cottrell, 44 a UNM civil
engineering professor is seeking election on May 7 to the City Council
from District 9. Cottrell said he ran for
the City Commission in 1971
because of his concarn for Albuquerque of the future.
"That future is with us now," Cottrell said in announcing for the 1974
race. "Our future is now, tomorrow.
· "The leadership of this city should
be committed to solving some at the
problems which have been generated
by explosive uncontrolled growth and
sprawl. Specifically, we need to tonsi· .
der ihe quality of .our urban environment. A city must be more than a site
for a concentrated population. It ob·
viously has to provide economic op·
portunity and adequate. housing and
services for the residents. It should
provide them well and efficiently. In
addition, a city should be a place of
beauty, a place for recreational and
cultural growth, a community.
"I have previously raised questions
on the quality of life in Albuquerque
and dealt with a number of specifics,"

Marion Cottrell

Cotlrell said. "I will throughout this
campaign be discussing Albuquerque
tomorrow, the city that Albuquerque
can be:·
Cottrell said some of the major
issues ne will concentrate on are, land
use and comprehensive planning,
public transportation, crime, and
growth.
''Planned, sensible growth consis·
tent witn our env.ronment and our
economic needs carries a high prior•
ity," Cottrell said. "Emphasis should
be on the quality of the community."
Cottrell feels there should be
"open and responsive government,"
and proposes that not only should
coundl meetings be open but broad·
cast by radio.
Other issues of concern, Cottrell
said are the city's role in consumer
protection, financial home rule, the
city's relations with the state legisla·
ture.
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FOR YOUR COUNCILLOR DISTRICT 9
Vote June 18-City Runoff Election

R11 420.00 Now 300.00

SECOND ANNIVERSARY SALE
12 STRINGS
ELECTRIC&
. GIBSON ES-355

MARTIN 012-20

All 99.00 Now 79.00

R-.. 600.00 Now 480.00

R-..1085.00 Now 800.00

GIBSON J-45

GIANNINI
All 175.00 Now 140.00

GUILD 212 XI.

GIBSON L6-S

Reg 345.00 Now 280.00

GIBSON B-25N

DEMANO

Reg. $450.00 Now $360.00

All 341.00 Now 280.00
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CLASSICAL&

GIBSON J-200

Reg 781.00 Now 819.00
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"because we still operate on the
ten-minute principle-that is, that
it only takes ten munutes to get
from class to class."
Another advantage that
McKinney sees to the. new
complex is, "Ortega Hall doesn't
look like a ship sitting out by
itself anymore." ·
.
One interesting and innova~ive
(at least in the southwest) feature
of the new complex is the cement
concourse or pathway that
connects the th.ree buildings with
eachotheraswellaswiththeSUB
(Continued on page 12)
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2120 Central S.E.

By SCOTT EATON

About a ;year and a half ago
there was a sparsely vegetated
,;; field on the UNM campus used
occasionally as a parade grounds
8 by Navy ROTC, sometimes as a
] P.E. field and frequently as a
"" shortcut to classes.
jl:
Aboqt the -size of a football
~ field, it lay roughly between the
to:' west side of the SUB and Yale
Blvd., and' ran north and south
from the plaza in front of
Zimmerman Library to a parking
area about 175 yards away.
'Then the field, appropriately
called Zimmerman Field, became
a huge, muddy pit. And now there
sits what UNM Campus Planner
Joe McKinney calls "one of the
· highest densities of buildings on
campus."
Still not quite "100 per cent
complete" and a little behind
schedule, the three brown
bulwarks represent a total cost of
about $5,003,760. When they are
finished, which McKinney said
will probably be sometime in the
fall, it will almost signal the end
to UNM's building boom that
began in the fifties.
There will still be more
construction, however. An
estimated $2,466,000 art 'building
is planned to go just south of the
new structures in maybe two·
years, McKinney said. And there
will no doubt be scattered
construction in the future on
campus, but McKinney said,
"From this point on it's mostly a
re·use type thing-we remove a
smaller structure and build a
newer one, based on demand."
.The huge, multi-tiered building
whicli rises directly across the

LaboCiulllfiHa
DathlrTI'Ick

O:.®\YJD9~.,

.

New Campus Buildings
·Are Near Completion

-~

~~~""?RO)R()R(,_..

5

~

it's users how to use it, but there
is a I o t of potential' for
experimentation."
Although McKinney said the
building itself is nearly 100 per
cent complete, he said it may take
a while. for the bookstore
personnel to get the interior
ready.
"I'm afraid that by the
beginning of the fall semester
we'll still be in the old boolstore,"
he said.
The new buildings were
constructed in such close
proximity, McKinney sahJ.~.

GUJLDD-50
All 525.00 Now 420.00

All 225.00 Now 175.00

DEMANO
Rlll50.00 Now 120.00

GUILD D-40

AMPS

R.. 385.00 Now 308.00

GUILD D-35

All 330.00 Now 284.00

WASHBURN ROSEWOOD
All 299.00 Now 240.00

'MARSHALL 100 WAIT

Reg525.00 Now 420.00

Reg539.00 Now 430.00

GUILD112

GIBSON LES PAUL DeLUXE

Reg 335.00 Now 275,.00

R11 600.00 Now 486.00

GIANNINI

GIBSON SG STD.

R-.. 225.00 Now 180.00

EPIPHONE
Reg209.50 Now 160.00

EPIPHONE

All 1640.00 Now 1195.00

Reg 225.00 Now 180.00

HIWATTIOOWATT

ALVAREZ

R-.. ·2340.00 Now 1650.00

Reg 230.00 Now 145.00

EPIPHONE
All 289.00 Now 219.00
Allll5.50 Now 85.00

GIBSON EB-3 BASS
R-.. 515.00

N~ 400.00

RICKENBACKER STEREO BASS
Reg 565.00 Now 450.00

RICKENBACKER GUITAR
Reg 375.00 Now 295.00

G1BSON GOSPEL
Reg. $539.00 Now $410.00

ALSO• BANJOS, MANDOLINS AND DULCIMERS

EPIPHONE

R-.. 465.00 Now 370.00

EPIPHONE ·

FILL GUITARS & AMPS DN SALE
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On Tuesday, June 18th, the
ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series will
present a reading by Ricardo
Sanchez. The reading is scheduled
for 8:00 p.m. in the. Honors
Center Lounge of the new
Humanities Building.
Sanchez is probably best
known for his book Canto y Grito
Mi Liberacion: the Liberation of a
Chicano Mind. He has been widely
published in periodicals such as
Afro·American, El Grito,
Carbunlcle Review, and Nosotws.

mQriQ Sings Qnd SWQ.YS
to Delight of Civic Crowd
received encore rendition of
'No body's Fault But Mine,'
Following the concert, I talked
to Maria about her Upcoming
album and the effects stardom has
had on her life.
"My new album':· going to have
the same kind of mu 'c I'm doing
now only tbere 's going '' be more
jazz. Bennie Carter arra.,ged the
material, he used to play horn for
Duke Ellington. The Oasians (Jeff
Gutcheon, Captain John Kahn,
Billy Mundi, and Amos Garrett)
·play and on some titles, Shelley
Manne does drums. I also cut a
tune on it called 'Honey Babe
Blues' with Doc and Merle
Watson. 'fhere's alot of rich
musical situations I wanted to
explore. I think it came out real
natural and real good, It's hard to
By _JON BOWMAN

in blues of Taj Mahal, Maria's
sidemen hit the palm tree lined
stage of the Civic. Cool and
professional, they slide into a high
pressure boogie which set the
l!udience moving. By the time
Maria, clad in tight jeans and a
Jeathcrlined gold halter top,
appeared on stage, the crowd was
approaching tilt. She opened with
two numbers from her Kweskin
era (one from Memphis Minnie
and the other the Mississippi John
Hurt standard, 'Richland Woman')
and gave both a raw sexuality
missing on the original Jug Band
recordings.
Having shown she could move
with the old stuff, Maria, backed
by the Oasians, launched into a
series of cuts from her latest solo
album. She began with 'Midnight

"The pop music scene is a
bummer. After you've been
round, after you've hung out long
•" eriough, you find the people you
meet are as phony as three dollar
bills. The good thing about AM
play is it enables me to bring the
music I like to large gourps of
people and I'm now able to pay
good musicians decent money.
Still, you have to fight to keep the
thing from getting too jive."
In every sense of the word,
Maria Grazia Rosa D'Amato
Muldaur is an artist as those
present at her Tuesday night Civic
Auditorium concert can attest.
Maria followed Featherrain on the
bill and was able to salvage with
her first torchlight notes an
evening which started as a colossal
flop.
Featherrain began their gig late.
The group is composed of three
vocalists-musicians, a male lead
who came off sounding like a
cockneyish Gordon Lightfoot and
two women sounding straight
from the worst days of Haight at the Oasis' an AM hit combining
Ashbury. Outside of a few Maria's pelvic thru!)t vocals with
intricately patterned keyboard the Hawaiian twang of guitarist
runs played by the female duo, " Amos Garrett, and embarked on a
Featherrain was never able to program of hot blues and slinky
overcome the drawbacks of ballads minced with snatches of
unbalanced acoustics and poor to Dan Hicks' inspired scat. The
awful vocals. Fittingly, the group intensity level peaked with Maria's
ended their bit with the Jefferson version of 'I'm a Woman;' a
supposedly closing number which
Airplane song, 'Today.'
After a
intermission lifted the masses from their seats
by the piped and
Maria back for a well
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Our People Make Us Number One

say.u

When asked about her recently
acquired fame, Maria replied,
"The only good thing about fame
is that I can record numbers like
'It Ain't the Beat, It's the Motion
that Makes Your Mama Wanna
Rock,' , an old fifties tune I've
always dug, and have people
listen. Fame has also made me
appreciate more the times I'm
alone. Used to be, I'd panic when
no one else was' around. I spent so
much time wonderin' whether
some guy wanted to shake mY
peaches that I couldn't truly
perform. That's all over now.
There's nothing I'd rather do than
be alone, going to my favorite
swimming hole just to collect my
wits. Taking it easy, that's the trip
I want this summer."
Maria's been on the road since
she joined the Even Dozen Jug
Band in 1963. It took her ten
years to become recognized, but
with a new Warner Brothers
contract already signed and . the
pair of vocal chords and
down·homesey charisma of the
lady, I think we 'II be hearing from
Maria for quite some time. I
certainly hope so.

Cosmopolitan by Baylor
is timeless beauty.

00

a. Ladies' Cosmopolitan bracelet watch, 17 jewels, $55.
b. Ladles' Cosmopolitan oracelet watch, 2 diamonds,
17 jewels, $79.95.

Zales~Golden Years and We've Only Just Begun.
.Zales Revolving Charge • Zales Custom Charge
BankAmericard • Master Charge
American EJCpress • Diners Club • Carte Blanche • LaytNaY

St11mnerti•ne•••
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I am convinced that if l had
been a smoker l would never have ~
been able to bear the cares.and g
anxieties which have been a .w
""
burden to me for so long. So ....
many outstanding men have been cc
lost to me through tobacco ~
poisontng.-Adolf Hitler

Photos by Mel Buffington

JEWELEIIS
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and the living
is easy!
·
Come on over to the
College Inn this summer~
•

Enjo_f·our heated pool, meals
with all you. can eat, maid
service and linens, airconditioning and covered parking.

Films: En/ants du Paradis by
Marcel. Carne at Don
Pancho's
Magical Mystery Tour with the
Beatles plus Lenny
Bruce's Thank You Mask Man
at the Guild
A Touch o( Class starring
Glenda Jackson and George
Segal at the Eastdale
Friday, June 14th
Recital: Colleen Maley, piano,
8:15p.m. at Keller Hall.
TV: "Kissinger-An Action
Biography," 8:30 p.m. on
Channel?.
TV: Warner Brothers' Movies-A
Fifty Year Salute," 10:3o
p.m. on Channel 7.
Drama: Children's Theater at
Prospect Park Library( 2:00
p.m.
.
Saturday, June 15th
Nothing: There's always
tomorrow.
Sunday, June 16th
Opening: Paintings by Nancy
Corrigan, Katherine
Uhlfelder; pottery by Billie
Walters at the New West
Gallery, 5708 Lomas NE.
Concert: Tracy Nelson at the SUB
Ballroom, 8:00p.m.
Dance; Ballet de Folklorico at
3:00 p.m. and the
Albuquerque Dance Theatre
at 4:30 p.m., Old Town
Plaza.
Monday, June .17th
Lecture: "Language Across
Cultures" by M. A K.
Halliday (professor of
linguistics at the Univer.sity
of Dlinois), Central Mall at
8:00p.m.
Tuesday, June 18th
Radio: Margaret Mead speaks on
the future, KUNM, 7:90
p.m.
Recital: Frank Bowen, flute, 8:15
p.m. at Keller Hall.
Poetry Reading: Ricardo Sanchez
at the Honors Center Lounge
of the new Humanities
Building, 8:00p.m.
Wednesday, June 19th
Radio: "An Artificial Ocean for
an Artificial Planet?," a
speech by Jacques Costeau,
KUNM, 7:00p.m.
TV: "Razzle-Dazzle Rock'n'Roll"
with Canned Heat, Kentucky
Fried Theatre, Bloodstone,
and Peter Yarrow, 10:30
p.m. on Channel 7.

lobo
MENS
SHOP
2120 Central S.E,

GUILTY, GUILTY, GUILTY!
by Gary Trudeau
Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
$1.95.
By MIKE ROBERTSON
For avid readers of the LOBO,
the cartoon strip DOONESBURY
should be somewhat of a welcome
addition to the daily printed
matter of the paper. In the first
place, it's a change from the
printed word to printed. comic
pictures and in the second, it's
often humorous, sometimes
rivaling the hilarity of typical
LOBO reportage. The strip
doesn't come out daily because
Trudeau doesn't work that way.
Instead the pieces are written
topically; that is, he puts them
out in a kind of series form
referring to a particular subject,
This is· the way Guilty, Guilty,
Guilty! is written. Though there is
no table of contents or sectioning
of any kind, one quickly sees the
beginning and cut off of a topic.
The book is said to be essentially
the best DOONESBURY strips
from the past year. Many of the
"bits" are laughable, while others
are, well , .• you just turn the
page to see what's next.
Much of his material is readily
identifiable to the conventional
college student, dealing with
typical college life, especially ii
you're a P.O.W., freshman, or a
freak flunking out. Trudeau's best
Is in the realm of political satire.
His "Marvelous Mark" disc jockey
series is pretty good, particularly
the campus radio Vietnam quiz
questions or Mark's exClusive
WBBY .Watergate profiles request
line for your favorite conspirator
("Okay boys and girls, profile of
John Dean Ill going out to Joey
with hugs from Donna ... ). Along
with these are Pat Nixon's
testimony before the Ervin
Committee, Jeb Magruder's hit
lecture tour, and naturally, R. M.
"Dick" Nixon's own-operation
Candor!
DOONESBURY gets wide
circulation throughout the

country and is carried by at least
300 papers almost daily. As of last
year, however, several episodes
were commonly being omitted
being accused of unfair judgment
and an outlook too pointed for
print. Even the liberal Washington
Post dropped the strip entirely
about a year ago arguing, "If
· anyone is going to find justice, if
anyone . is going to find any
defendant guilty, it's going to be
the due process of justice, not a
comic strip artist. We cannot have
one standard for the news pages
and another for the comics...• "
DOONESBURY is obviously one
sided most of the time, but
considering the news these days
it's a little difficult to be anything
else. I should point out that the
back cover of the book makes an
obvious note that Gary Trudeau,
East coast graduate (a Yaley, '7 3 ),
"has no ax to grind. He is a
simple, country cartoonist."
Perhaps. Make your own
judgments.
Nevertheless, collected editions
of comic strips usually seem
tedious, but the few funny gags
make the book worthwhile, I
suppose. I prefer comic strips
where they're normally to be
found, individually wrapped in
the daily newspaper. But
portfolios such as Guilty, Guilty,
Guilty! makes for good reading on
the john between takes.
F
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FROM THE FIRE
Stampeders
( Capitol/ST·11288)

8 amto5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

842-6991

.lhe~olleoe Inn
Phone 243·2881
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DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE
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Albuquerque

130? Cttotr'l NE

I
Wild," sQd "Chariots of the
Gods."
The Stampeders, like Bachman
Turner and the other Canadian
surrogates, are leading modern
music back to the past.
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Smile and uy chee..burger.
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LOMAS at SAN PEDRO
SAN PEDRO at MENAUL
CANDELARIA at EUBANK
5324 4th ST., N.W.
LOMAS at JUAN TABO

Bookstore Announces:
Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn's
THE GULAG ARCHIPELAGO, 1918-1956
An Experiment in Literary Investigation

Tratl8lated by Thomas P. Whitney

You can also reserve a room
for the fall term now.

I

• * ..

By JEFFREY HUDSON
More than a pleasant surprise,
the Stampeders' FROM THE
FIRE rings of the late fifties. The
sound is Canadian, as Canadian as
Manitoba and Winnebago. A trio,
the Stampeders are all good, all
composers. The heart beat drums
and the staccato bass moves with
smooth windglow lyrics that
remind you of songs that got lost
and never recorded in the fifties
or at least songs that combine
fifties energy with seventies
consciousness.
The best cuts of all the songs
are "Ride the Wind," "Running

Earn $10 a week
donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLASMA

j

Review:

DOYOUNEED
CASH?

DONOR CENTER
Live casual and relaxed this summer
Pull summer session from s289

Doonesbury Cartoons in
'Guilty': Toilet Reading

"For years I have with reluctant heart withheld from
publication this already completed book: my obligation to those still alive outweighed my obligation to the
dead. But now that State Security has seized the book
anyway, I have no alternative but to publish it
inunediately.''-Tize author
LC 73-22756
Cloth: $12.50
A Perennial Library Paperback P332: $ 1.95

Malone Expected To Sign
Lobos. Show Balance
In Conference Stats Today Or Tomorrow- Possibly
With all three basketball
coaches out of town, no new
word on Moses Malone is
available, but then has there ever
been a new word on Moses
Malone? He is slated to sign
tomorrow, the date he has given
all along to announce his final
decision on where he's going, his
graduation day.
John Whisenant, the leg man in

All considered the Lobos had a good season athletically last year,
and with a couple of breaks could have had a sensational year.
In the WAC only BYU had a better year on paper than did UNM
taking three WAC titles (outdc;>Or track, golf and swimming).
Arizona showed two and one·half firsts in the WAC (baseball,
tennis and football), as compared to the Lobos' one (basketball) but
were not nearly as.well balanced as UNM was. The Lobos finished no
lower than fifth in the l1 officially contested WAC sports. They had
two seconds (gymnastics and swimming), five thirds (indoor track,
outdoor track, baseball, wrestling, and golf), one fourth (football)
and two fifths (tenni~ and cross country).
But some upsets in swimming and gymnastics could have easily
put UNM on top in the WAC, The Lobos were easily favored over
B.YU in swimming but far sightedness into thy NCAA tournament
caused them to blow the title, Arizona was expected to give Rusty
Mitchell's gymnastics team a run for their money' but when Jim
Ivicek was dismissed from the squad the title became theirs for the
taking.
These two sports could have given UNM three WAC crowns and
left BYU with only two.
Six universities shared the 11 conference titles for the league's
. .
.
best balanced year since 1970.
Only five of the eight member schools have won titles in any of
the past three years with several setting up monopolies in football
and baseball (Arizona State), wrestling (BYU) and as mentioned
before gymnastics (UNM),
But all of those dynasties ended this year with Arizona tying ASU
in football with a 6·1 mark and also stealing the baseball title from
the Sun Devils at 16·2.
In wrestling, BYU had won or tied for honors the past four
years-until Colorado State swept to the front this year.
Texas·EI Paso managed two championships in indoor track and
cross country while ASU captured the other half in football and won
gymnastics.
,
Colorado State's wrestling crown and UNM's basketball title put
six schools in the winner's circle. Only five had been there in each of
the past four years.
At the national level of competition, the WAC fared well. Arizona
State won the Fiesta Bowl in football for the third straight year
beating Pittsburgh, 28-7, and ranked ninth ·(AP) and tenth (UPI) in
the final wire service polls,
In basketball, the WAC was one of only two conferences to send
teams to all three post-season tournaments. Champion UNM
compiled a 2·1 mark in NCAA play, runnerup Utah finished second
in the NIT tournament while Arizona State played in the initial
Collegiate Commissioners Association meet.
Two NCAA championships are still to be decided-tennis with
Arizona entered as a team, plus golf with BYU and ASU sending full
squads-and to date, the WAC has one national title to its credit.
UTEP won the nationally-televised NCAA indoor track and field
championships at Detroit in March.
At last week's NCAA outdoor track affair, BYU was third and
UTEP sixth.
The Lobos tied for tenth at the NCAA swimming meet, BYU
wrestler Ben Ohai was NCAA runnerup at 190 pounds to defending
champ Greg Strobel of Oregon State and Arizona's baseball team,
ranked first nationally most of the season, beat BYU, the northern
division champ for WAC honors then lost out to Northern Colorado
in the District 7 championships.
The WAC also· fared well in two sports not contested at the
conference level. Wyoming was host for the NCAA skiing
championships and finished second. UNM was eigth at the NCAA
water polo championships in Long Beach, Calif.

The race is sanctioned by
Amateur Bicycle Leagul! of
America and prizes worth over
$500 will be awarded in each
division. These prizes have been
donated by bicycle merchants
throughout the city,

season ended assistant coach
John Whisenant has been
traveling back and forth to
Petersburg, Va. helping to sign
6-11 Moses Malone. All of that
ends Friday,
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expensive for them to recruit.
~·
The Lobos have but one slot 8
left in their six allowed recruits. fJl
The others who have signed
with UNM are 6·6 Norm Cacy of
Albuquerque's Manzano H.S.,
Steve Davis, 6·3, out of Clovis S"
H.S. in New Mexico, Mike Russell, _'5
6·7 from East High in Buffalo,
N.Y. Ricky Williams, 6·0 from c
Bishop Timon High in Buffalo,
N.Y., and the Lobos' most recent
signing Jerome Shanks, a 6·8 pivot
from Arizona Western Junior IQ
~
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Norm Cacy, a Manzano H.S.
standout and an· incoming
freshman to UNM was named to
the Coach and Athletic Prep
All-America squad.
The 6·6 star completed his prep
career by leading the Monarchs to
their second straight AAAA
championship, beating
Albuquerque High, .
Cacy is the only incoming
freshman to be chosen by the
CAPAA but highly sought, 6-11
Moses Malone was picked to the
"Super Ten" ranking by the same

,,,

Deluxe Three-Head Stereo Tape Deck
Aullomatic Total-Mechanism Shut-Of# (TMS}
For the amateur recordist who wants the slanted control panel look
of a professional recording studio In his home or office, SONY
announces tho now TC·377 Deluxe Three-Head Stereo Tape Deck.
Besides having Sony's exclusive Ferrite & Ferrite Heads, the TC-377
offers a plethora of features which make II compellllvo In parlor•
mance and convenience to much moro expensive decks.
~

pr~ce going up • 50.00 on July 1•t•.
3011 MonteVi•ta NE
(n-0fl'llrd8nd Cenlflll)uM E•t of UNM)

Language Across
Cultures...:ways of
Talking and Ways of
Meaning"

1m
HOUSE

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Present

The Broadway Hit Musical Comedy
'

11

M. A. k. Halliday
Professor of linguistics at the
University of Illinois
Central Mall

lld h

Civic Light Opera
POPEJOY HALL

June 17

r
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Swimming Coach John Mechem (right} has requested and been
granted a year's leave of absence from his coaching duties. Rick
· Klatt, an all-American. for the Lobos during the past three years will
be a prime contender as interim coach.

AT RIGHT is the UNM official
1974 football schedule. It's
basically the same competition as
last year except for Iowa State is
new, The Lobos played Air Force
last year but don't meet them this
year,
Lettermen back;
34
19
Lettermen lost:
Offen. starters back:
7
Defen. starters back:
9
Top players lost: Don Woods
(quarterback, All·WAC, 21st
nationally and 6th in WAC in
to tal offense, fourth WAC in
rushing), Rich Diller (full back,
14th WAC rushing), Mike
Kubowicz (offensive guard), Paul
Labarrcre (split end), Pat
Hawbacker (tight end), John
Woodcock (middle guard,
Ali·WAC), Steve Bradshaw
(defensive end, All-WAC), Don
Hubbard (defensive tackle).

'7 4 Football Schedule
Sept. 14
Sept, 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12·
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Nov. 23

*Colorado State
Texas Tech
*Arizona
at Iowa State
San Jose State
*at Wyoming
*at Arizona Stae
New Mexico State
*at Utah
*Brigham Young
*at Texas-El Paso

7:30
7:30
7:30
1:30
7:30
1:30
7:30
7:30
1:30
7:30
7:30

*WAC Games

1 -Year Leave Of Absence
Grante·d To John Mechem

so'~'~"Y~ -·

110
IN THE
SHADE
June 21, 22, 23*, 28, 29, 30*
July 5, 6
Tickets $4.50, 53. 75, 53.00
UNM Students-51.00 Discount
Phone 277-3121
*Matinee only

ot
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Norm Cacy
Gets Honors

lt>Ciutt>'i wrll hl' h£'1d ~1ond~v t'~'('nrng' Jt 8 p m In c.'l~t' of b.ad
Wt'.lUu•r.lhow IC'ttutt'~ !><hCdulc>d lor thco Central M.a11 Will be- mm-E>d
I Ill lhl"
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Summer 1974 Series
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By DEL JONES

Under the
Stars"

The fourth annual Sandia Crest
bicycle road .race is slated Sunday,
June 14. .
The event, which is actually but
not officially in· its seventh year, is
sponsored by the Velo·Sport
Bicycle Club of Albuquerque.
The race will begin at 7:00a.m.
in Madrid and will cover 63
'kilometers (39.16) miles while
gaining 5,050 ft. in altitude.
A shorter course of 22
kilometers (13.64 miles) is also set
up for women and veterans which ,
will begin at San Antonio at 8:00 .
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coaches will probably all be taken
into consideration."
John Mehem,;he man who has
Exactly who Mechem and
turned UNM into a national McDonald will recommend was
swimming power, has requested not released, but McDonald did
and has been granted a year's say his choice is the same as
leave of aosence from his coaching Mechem's.
duties citing personal reason for
"lie (Mechem) has imparted a
suggestion to me," said
his request.
Mechem has already been on a · McDonald, "and I'm sure that this
year's leave of absence from his will carry a lot of weight as far as
teaching duties with the physical the co u neil's decision is
education department this past concerned."
year, but he continued to coach
McDonald declined to either
the swimming and , water polo
teams during that time.
Athletic Director, Lavon
McDonald made the
announcement after meeting with
Mechem Tuesday.
"He's just got some problems
he wants to work out," said
McDonald, "We'll wait a year and
see if he can find a solution. We
certainly don't want to lose him.·
He's a fine coach with a good
record, and we don't want him
making any quick decisions."
Mechem led the UNM
swimmers to a WAC title in 1973
and finished second behind BYU
this past season, although he felt
they could. have won it if they
hadn't been looking ahead to the
nationals.
A meeting of the athletic
council was tentatively scheduled
for 9:00 this morning to select an
interim coach to fill in during
Mechem's year absence. Both
Mechem and McDonald will
recommend a possible
replacement which will probably
all but decide who gets the
coaching assignment.
One possibility for the job is
past UNM swimming star Rick
Klatt, Klatt, who graduated last
year, was an all-American twice in
swimming and three times in
water polo and captained tlie
Lobo team. He has set or been a
part of setting five school and
four WAC records.
"I would be open for it," said
From out of the water and into
Klatt. "But it's up to them and
the mud: John Mechem has
I'm sure there's others to be
considere.d. Mechem's decided to take the year off first
for personal reasons, but he also
recommendation along with the
recommendations of other WAC
plahs to construct adobe houses.
Lobo Sports Editor

Sandia Bike
Race Slated
For Sunday

a.m.

all the Malone action has stated
that if he doesn't get a signature
by tomorrow he will pack up and
leave Petersburg. Whisenant
figures if Malone can't decide by
then he must be having trouble
with the big decision and should
be left alone to think.
'
Whisenant has spent more time
during the past three months in
Virginia than Malone has, so he
himself probably needs time to
collect his wits.
·
Presently there are still as many
as a dozen schools still after
Malone's "John Hancock" and
Whisenant won't even guess in
which direction he's leaning.
All along Maryland has been
the team which UNM has
competed with the most, and
since ·it's only about a two-hour
drive to Petersburg from Maryland
it has been much easier and less

~
".§

confirm nor deny the
appointment of Klatt.
Mechem intends to continue
living in Corrales where he has
been constructing adobe houses.
"I think he plans on doing what
he's been doing," said Klatt. "He
does special order adobe
construction for people."
So, it's from out" of the water
and into the mud for John
Mechem, at least for a year.

.

:247-4498
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Come Spend Your
Summer With Us
Columbian East and
Columbian West Apts.
Features: Swimming Pool-Barbeque
.Recreation Rooms-Shag Carpet
Sun Deck-Dishwasher-Security System
. From .$160.00 and no lease required.
Columbian East Mike Rakes
208 Columbia NE-266-4070
Columbian West
Tony Sam Arzia
209 Columbia NE 255-2685

Come by or Call

DKIES

At~itude

Mixed

SOc
Drinks

1708 Central S.E.

•,

Adjustment Haur
Mixed

SOc

Minor Tune-ups;._No Major Overhauls
, 4:30-6:00 p.m~
Monday-.Friday

Drinks

-

Campus Buildings

Want Ads say it
.. in a Big Way!!
New Mexico Daily Lobo

.

Su~nmar

Edit:ian

C/as~ified Advertising Rates

10¢ per word, $1 .00 minimum c
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New .Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING.

Rates: 10¢ per word per day with a

fl,OO per day minimum charae, or 6t

per word per day. with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ada published five
or more con•eeutlve day•.
Terms : Payment must be made In full

1)

PERSONALS

AGORA because sometimea just having
someone to listen helps, NW Corner
Mesa Vista, 277·3013.
6/13
PHOTOGRAPHY SUMMER WORKSHOP
forming. Intensive seven-week course in
fundamentals of black-and-white, some
color shooting. Two or three lectures
Wet;_kl~, highly individual instruction and

prior to insertion of advertisement •.
Where: Journalism Building, Room 206,
&rbtlmail

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M, 87131
heavy practice in excellent darkroom
near UNM. Taught by art-oriented pro•
fessional, Discussions, critiques, field
trips. No history, esthetics,. chemistry or
optics, but lots of shooting, production
and techniques, Limited to ten very
serious persons, absolute beginners or
intermediate. Any camera acceptable,
but 3Gmm preferred. Fills fast, so call
soon for details. Allen Madans (A.pho·
tographer), 1717 Girard Blvd. N.E. 2652444.
"
6/13
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· ._.yourhips
shoulder the load.
There's a simple.
logical idea behind
the Afpenlite wrap•
around backpack
design: Your hips
and legs can corry
excess weight
beHer than your
shoulders and spine.

FRENCH TUTORING. Have had Jlix
years French with experience in teaching, 344-3051.
6/13
MOUNTAINS & RIVERS 1 has backpack·
ing equipment rentals and sales, Rent
what you're thinking of buying and get
one day's rental fee off purchase price,
Raft rentals also. MOUNTAINS &
RIVERS, across the street at 2210 Cen·
tral SE. ·
7/25
IMAGE8-PORTRAIT, PASSSPORT, application photographs. Close, quick,
sane. 2312-A Central SE. ·Behind Butterfields. 266-9957.
7/25
PROJi'ESSIONAL TYPIST: IBM carbon
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy, Reasonable
rates. 298·7147.
6/7
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices in town, fast, pleasing.
Near UNM. Call 265-244~ or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
7/25
4)

Cllld.-

JllV~RS
2210 Central SE
268-4876
~·································-················. . .· · · · · - - -
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Charisma House
Bazaar
Menaul and Juan Tabo
Foothill Shopping Center
The new Charisma House is now providing display space for those who want to sell
their handycraft items and handmade
things. This may sound· like a flea market
but a flea market it's not.
We invite you to come by and bring your
handcrafts and let us sell them for you.
Grand Opening this Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday.

PART-TIME JOB afternoons a evenings,
MW!t be over 21 yrs, old. Apply 'in person-graduate students only. SAVE
WAY Liquor Store, 6704 Loinas NE.
6/2.7

Hours I O:OOam to 6:00pm Mon. thru Sat.

MISCELLANEOUS

5
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"Distributed by Quality Import Company
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FOR RENT

I WANT TO RENT or sublet fumished
apt. or fumlahed ho\lle July-August. Any
location. J, Berryman, West :Main,
6/13
Ashby, MilliS. 01431.

~."
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The Studio Gallery
400 San Felipe N. W.
Old Town

FOUR BLOCKS FROM UNM. New 2 bdrm·
furnished apts. Laundry, patio. BBQa,
Secure bldg. Summer rates, short lease.
Manager, 419 Vassar SE. THE ZODIAC.
255·6780 or 268-3619.
7/3
TWO BLOCKS UNM.'Nearly new 1 & 2
bedrooms, bargain rates. 265-6348. 6/20
VARSITY HOUSE - l·blk UNM. One
bdrm, $160. Utilities paid. 141 Columbia SE. 268·0625.
6/13
5) FOR SALE

7)

~
~

Custom Jewelry
by TOM THOMASON'

bACKPACKERS Come inspect New
Mexico's most complete selection of
criuipment . at B .A C K. . COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 266·8113 •
7/25
1973 PLYMOUTH ROADRUNNER 318,
P/S. disc brakes, deluxe Interior. 2939453.
6/13
CLOTHES from
1890o1940. . Antique
Quilts, Furniture, Pftotographlca. THE
SILVER SUNBEAM, 340!1 Central NE.
6/7
6) EMPLOYMENT

.MOUNTAINS

. . . . . . . . ililtllll ..............

of the varying grade levels of the
buldings and the overlook onto
the plaza."
There has been talk that the
various npoks and crannies in the
new complex will provide a
rapists' and muggers' paradise.
McKinney discounted those ideas,
however, explaining that the
complex will be weB-lighted and,
hopefully, well-peopled.
Other current construction on

WE SELL over 20 makes of the finest
European Bicycles at the lowest prices.
25 lb. FRENCH DELCROIX, $105 •.
R. C. HALLETT WORLD CHAMPION
BICYCLES. Four blocks from UNM.
6/13
843-9378.
QUALITY HIKING a BACKPACKING
EQUIPMENT & accessories at the
TRAIL HAUS, 1031 San Mateo SE.
Wilderness Equipment specialists since
1967-RENTALB-Phone 256·9190. 7/25

.Alpenlite•
-

and Ortega Hall-at. second floor
level.
According to McKinney this
will provide sheltered walkways
underneath the concourse in
inclement weather, It will also
make it possiple for people in
wheelchairs to take the elevator in
Ortega Hall up to the second floor
and thus be connected by
pathways to the three new
structures, the SUB and
eventually the new Art Building
and the Fine Arts Center, he said.
''This will give people in
·wheelchairs a lot more freedom
than they've ever had on campus
before," he said, "The concourse
seemed highly desirable because
3) SERVICES

campus includes an addition to
the east side of Zimmerman
Library and a multi-million d<lllar
Cancer Research Build:ug and
Nursing-Pharmacy Building on the
north campus. Old &tructures
currently on the demolition list
are the old Lecture Hall, Yatoka
·Hall (just east of Scholes Hall)
and the water cooling towers ne·ar
the old Lecture Hall, McKinney
said.
.
Eventually, the section of Yale
Blvd. just east of the new
bookstore will be turned ·in to· a
· mall area.

5

293-1510

.

.

Everybody's heard of Morant z receiver, well Marantz
mak"es excellent speakers as well. The 4G at 59.95 1 SG at
· 99.95, 6G at 139.95, 7G at 179.95. All can be packaged
with Marantz receivers at an overall discount to you. All the
... Marantz speaker.s are .covered by warranty for 3 years, iust
like the receivers, and like the receivers they are the· best
quality available.

Sound Ideas
1624 Eubank N.E.
Open Evenings

till 8·:00

'
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